Prayer Win The War Room Battle Through The Power Of Prayer How To Pray Pray Through And
Experience Answered Prayers That Will Change Your Life Forever
When somebody should go to the book stores, search instigation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic. This is why we provide the books compilations in this website. It will definitely ease you to see guide
prayer win the war room battle through the power of prayer how to pray pray through and experience answered prayers that will change your life forever as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you really want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net connections. If you take aim to
download and install the prayer win the war room battle through the power of prayer how to pray pray through and experience answered prayers that will change your life forever, it is completely simple then, past
currently we extend the belong to to buy and create bargains to download and install prayer win the war room battle through the power of prayer how to pray pray through and experience answered prayers that will
change your life forever therefore simple!

Fighting for Your Marriage While Separated - Linda W. Rooks 2019-02-25
A home ripped apart by one spouse leaving reverberates with a host of unanswered questions. Simple
answers don't exist—heartrending complexities do. In the midst of the turmoil, reconciliation may seem out
of reach. But there is still hope for those who are willing to fight for their marriages. In this transformative
guide, men and women who are separated but hopeful for restoration will discover life-changing truths
about God, themselves, and their marriages. Linda W. Rooks explores practical answers for men and
women in the midst of a marriage crisis, guiding them step by step toward hope and a positive outcome,
even when fighting for the marriage alone. After finding hope, strength, and encouragement for their
marriages in Rooks's first book, Broken Heart on Hold, many readers continue on their journeys with new
questions as they take the next step. Fighting for Your Marriage While Separated begins where Broken
Heart on Hold left off, continuing to guide readers through the labyrinths of separation, this time with
practical answers to their questions. From diving into topics such as relationship dynamics and healing,
protecting children, and praying for restoration, to deciding on boundaries and learning to live with the
same spouse in a new marriage, Rooks illustrates what reconciling and rebuilding a marriage looks
like—and how the sweet intimacy of Christ is in the waiting. Through biblical wisdom, the personal
experience of navigating toward her own marital restoration after a three-year separation, and eleven years
of ministry to marriages in crisis, author Linda W. Rooks offers hope to many who feel hopeless by sharing
true stories, practical answers, and Scripture-based truth to guide readers along their journeys toward
wholeness.
Victory over Satanic House Part One - Tella Olayeri 2021-07-03
Victory over satanic house is a special spiritual book for this millennium. It is a book that reveals secrets
and practices of Satanic Landlords, evil co-tenants and territorial powers prevailing in the society. It gives
details of: Recognizing signs of an occult house The effects of living in such house Techniques and warfare
methods of escape How to go about quit notice and the way out of terrible mess and evil blows experienced
by tenants. This book shall serve as an instrument of freedom that uproot and demolish every form of illegal
structures such as: Poverty Sickness Afflictions Disappointments Frustrations Spiritual and physical attacks
Impotency Barrenness Financial insolvency Evil initiation Evil covenants and Curses planted in the lives of
tenants. Thus, every human invention substituted for God's commandments in your life shall become
worthless. Amen
A Woman In Her War Room - Elizabeth Pedro 2021-10-15
A Woman In Her War Room is an eye-opening series which is aimed at revealing what women go through in
their lives as girls, young ladies, or adults, and how they can win this war in their war room. The different
volumes of this book series will be revealing the kinds of wars women fight and the testimonies of people
who have been through bad situations as women, and how they won through preparations in their war
rooms. This is the first volume in the series: a must-read, not just for women, but also for men, so that they
too will understand the wars fought by women, prepare themselves by the grace of God to help in one way
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or the other for a victorious outcome, for the benefit of society and to God's glory.
The Armor of God - Priscilla Shirer 2015-08
The Armor of God, more than merely a biblical description of the believer's inventory, is an action plan for
putting it on and developing a personalized strategy to secure victory.
Abduction: How Liberalism Steals Our Children's Hearts And Minds - Steven Feazel 2016-10-04
Sounding the Alarm The authors sound an Amber Alert for the souls of America's youth. They expose how
the liberal Left seeks to brainwash our kids for their political gain. Movies, TV, music, court decisions, news
reports and the education system are all corrupted by the Left to control the nation's youth. Parents, who
seek to protect their children from the devious deception of a liberal agenda, will find this book to be a
practical guide to push back against the Liberal efforts designed to reshape our kids' worldview and
destroy their moral compass. Steve Feazel and Dr. Carol Swain ring a warning bell for all parents to heed
who want their children to embrace and cherish traditional values and moral living that will allow them to
live happy and productive lives. The book reveals the dangers of a relative morality while providing
practical action steps that parents can take to prevent their children from becoming conformed to the
secular pattern of the world. -Tim Wildmon, President of American Family Association I thank God for Carol
Swain. Very few people are willing to see, much less say what she and Steve Feazel say in this
tremendously important book. It is disturbing, but it is true, so it is up to us to see it for ourselves and help
others to do the same. Please spread the word. - Eric Metaxas, New York Times Bestselling author of
Bonhoeffer and If You Can Keep It: The Forgotten Promise of American Liberty Everywhere we turn, from
our schools, to Hollywood, to the media to the courts, children's minds and souls are being usurped by the
radical secular Left. Carol Swain and Steve Feazel tackle the immoral architects of the "New Morality" in
this trenchant and timely book--and show parents how to fight back. - Michelle Malkin, author of Culture of
Corruption and Who Built That A national wakeup call sounding the alarm on how sinful forces are
undermining timeless spiritual values which are so important to maintain to nurture the success of future
generations. This unique book provides positive insight that if applied can push back against a culture that
places too little value on morality. -Dr. Alveda King, Civil Rights and Pro-Life Activist, Author, Christian
Minister Dr. Carol Swain on Huckabee Live!
The Jesus Fast
- Lou Engle 2016-04-19
A Passionate, Prophetic Summons to Prayer and Fasting We are poised at a key moment in history. Amidst
pain and chaos, we can turn the tide of evil in our lands. With excitement and profound insight, seasoned
prophetic leader Lou Engle shows how: through bold faith and aggressive, passionate prayer and fasting.
Here he equips you with the dynamic, practical tools you need to answer the call of countercultural
consecration. Using Jesus as the role model, he reveals that 40 days of prayer and fasting always precede
breakthrough, revelations of God's glory, breakage of demonic hindrances, and more. As we join together in
fasting and intercession, we'll see victory in the critical issues of our day--and we'll awaken the nations for
Christ. Global revival and transformation is imminent. Will you answer the call?
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With Jesus in the War Room - Daniel B Lancaster 2017-02-18
I WANTED TO GET CLOSE TO JESUS...BUT I DIDN'T KNOW HOW As Christians, we often struggle to have
a close relationship with Jesus. We want to be close, but our habits and anxieties seem to keep us far away.
And if we did get close, would God want to be close to us? This book will show you that God has made a way
for you to be very close with Jesus. He is waiting to know you on a more intimate level, if only you will ask
Him. God wants you to be his friend and will help you. Author Dan Lancaster was struck by how eight
pictures of Jesus helped believers grow in their faith during his time as an international missionary in
Southeast Asia. These eight pictures help believers love Jesus and others better. THAT kind of love is what
we need in the world, and that is the direction this book will give you. Loving God was never intended to be
complicated. The truth is that Jesus showed His disciples how to love God and He wants to show you how to
love too. The author brings 40 years of his personal experience to the pages of this book, but most
importantly, he looks to the Word to unearth how Jesus loved and how you can, too. With beautiful
simplicity, Dr. Lancaster offers tangible methods to reshape your relationships beginning today. By opening
your heart to these actionable techniques, you will begin to experience the true power of love in your
relationship with God, in your community, and in ways you could never have imagined. Select "Buy Now"
above to take your relationships to a new level.
Prayers That Rout Demons - John Eckhardt 2010-09-24
This book contains powerful warfare prayers and decrees taken from Scripture that will break the powers
of darkness and release the blessings and favor of God.
Nightmare - Warren Watkins 2020-05-19
Satan marched into the presence of God, demanding permission to attack the family. He accused them of
being frauds and phonies, insisting his attack would end with the parents cursing God to his face. God
refused Satan's full demands, but gave him permission to use their daughter, Andie, in any way he chose.
Andie and her family never saw it coming. They were ordinary everyday people, living their lives like
everyone else. Until it happened. The attack was vicious, depraved, and blood-thirsty. We don't wrestle
against flesh and blood. Our battle is with Satan's demonic terrorist organization. This adversary is massive
in size and highly organized, with centuries of experience perfecting its weapons. And Satan's demons are
invisible. If you experience an attack of Satan, you will not see his demons before, during, or after the
assault. You will be taken by complete surprise. And nothing will prepare you for the scope of the vicious
destruction he unleashes. Nightmare serves as a warning to all Christians. Pay attention to the instructions
in Ephesians chapter six. Without God and his guardian angels, you do not want to experience the monster
and his nightmare.
Prayer War Room - Chris Fabry 2015-08-04
Juggling motherhood and her job as a real-estate agent, Elizabeth Jordan wishes her husband could help
more around the house. But Tony’s rising career as a pharmaceutical salesman demands more and more of
his time. With a nice home in the suburbs and a lovely young daughter, they appear to have it all—yet they
can’t seem to spend time together without fighting. Hoping for a new listing, Elizabeth visits the home of
Clara Williams, an elderly widow, and is both amused and uncomfortable when Clara starts asking pointed
questions about her marriage and faith. But it’s Clara’s secret prayer room, with its walls covered in
requests and answers, that has Elizabeth most intrigued . . . even if she’s not ready to take Clara’s
suggestion that she create a prayer room of her own. As tensions at home escalate, though, Elizabeth
begins to realize that her family is worth fighting for, and she can’t win this battle on her own. Stepping out
in blind faith, putting her prayers for her family and their future in God’s hands, might be her only chance
at regaining the life she was meant for.
Teacher Friendly Bible Lessons on Short Notice - P. Mann 2019-01-25
This book contains fifty-two Bible lessons suitable for students from grade 6 to adult and is useful in several
different settings: a year's supply of Bible study lessons in any classroom setting. The book includes lessons
for Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. These lessons are useful when a substitute teacher is needed on
short notice. The substitute teacher may select a topic and teach an effective lesson with little or no
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preparation time. Use as curriculum for an in-home Bible study group, for youth gatherings, for nursing
home studies (either group or one-on-one), for jails or prisons, for special events (for Easter, Thanksgiving,
or Christmas holidays). Or perhaps an individual, at-home, personal Bible study, or any other group
gathered to study the Bible. These Bible lessons are intended to be easy to use for anyone who can read
English. Teach a lesson with little or no preparation time. Those who are inexperienced in teaching Bible
lessons will find these lessons easy to use. Each lesson includes the following: - The main lesson text,
including printed Scripture passages - A summary/review of the main points of the lesson - Life-application
questions, applying the lesson to life - A suggested closing prayer (optional) - A Bible quiz to be used as a
time filler, if needed An index and description of each lesson is located at the front of this book.
Smite the Enemy and Destroy Their Power - Tella Olayeri 2021-07-02
You must be merciless in the battle field of prayer. Our daily warfare depends on the angle we look at it.
When people sleep at night and wake in the morning with nothing to do or pursue, destruction is close by.
Such person is in the battle field of survival. You hardly survive without overcoming one problem or the
other. You hardly survive without overcoming one problem or the other. You must pray without season and
back it up with fasting. Before you can smite the enemy and destroy them, you must learn the act of a
soldier in the Lord, a prayer warrior and a prayer warlord in the war room of fire. A war room of fire is an
incubator fire house that rebuilds and rebrands you to be dangerous before your enemies. Graduates in this
room are fire proof, bullet proof, arrow proof, sword proof, flood proof, and machete proof. They are
dangerous to dangers of darkness. They are dangerous that enemies see them and flee. Spiritually, their
eyes can’t be comprehended; no wonder enemies see them and flee! This book is powerful and spiritually
loaded with warfare prayer that will set you free from the camp of the enemy. Enemies that surround you
will scatter. Every camp of the enemy that vows you shall be brought down shall scatter. They shall flee one
by one, until you see them no more. You are not a candidate of defeat. With this book you shall scatter the
plans of the enemy against you and make them lick the dust. This book will prepare you for war, win war
and rule over your enemy. You will hardly experience poverty of ideas or stagnancy in life. The book shall
build your faith with heavenly security that batter stagnancy and backwardness to nothing and open great
doors of success to you. Surely, you will rise from the pit to the top and from the valley to mountain top.
There is nothing too wrong for God to correct. Every witchcraft power assign to humiliate and harass you
shall fail, in the name of Jesus. It is time you take control of situation that surrounds you. The time has
come and must be fulfilled. You shall not plant for others to harvest it. No locust shall consume your
harvest. Your sweat shall not be in vain. To the Lord Almighty, be the glory. Amen. Pick this book and
experience wonders of God.
Smite the Enemy and Destroy Their Power - Tella Olayeri 2020-10-16
You must be merciless in the battle field of prayer. Our daily warfare depends on the angle we look at it.
When people sleep at night and wake in the morning with nothing to do or pursue, destruction is close by.
Such person is in the battle field of survival. You hardly survive without overcoming one problem or the
other. You hardly survive without overcoming one problem or the other. You must pray without season and
back it up with fasting. Before you can smite the enemy and destroy them, you must learn the act of a
soldier in the Lord, a prayer warrior and a prayer warlord in the war room of fire. A war room of fire is an
incubator fire house that rebuilds and rebrands you to be dangerous before your enemies. Graduates in this
room are fire proof, bullet proof, arrow proof, sword proof, flood proof, and machete proof. They are
dangerous to dangers of darkness. They are dangerous that enemies see them and flee. Spiritually, their
eyes can't be comprehended; no wonder enemies see them and flee! This book is powerful and spiritually
loaded with warfare prayer that will set you free from the camp of the enemy. Enemies that surround you
will scatter. Every camp of the enemy that vows you shall be brought down shall scatter. They shall flee one
by one, until you see them no more. You are not a candidate of defeat. With this book you shall scatter the
plans of the enemy against you and make them lick the dust. This book will prepare you for war, win war
and rule over your enemy. You will hardly experience poverty of ideas or stagnancy in life. The book shall
build your faith with heavenly security that batter stagnancy and backwardness to nothing and open great
doors of success to you. Surely, you will rise from the pit to the top and from the valley to mountain top.
There is nothing too wrong for God to correct. Every witchcraft power assign to humiliate and harass you
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shall fail, in the name of Jesus. It is time you take control of situation that surrounds you. The time has
come and must be fulfilled. You shall not plant for others to harvest it. No locust shall consume your
harvest. Your sweat shall not be in vain. To the Lord Almighty, be the glory. Amen. Pick this book and
experience wonders of God.
Saving Heroes - Matthew R. Burke Ph.D. 2020-11-23
Saving Heroes is a riveting story of a veteran’s quest to rescue military and first responder families from
the captivity of post-traumatic stress. While the book does not replace the exceptional work of the church,
medical practitioners, and therapeutic programs, it compliments, unites, and consolidates their efforts,
extracting best practices that are easy to follow. You’ll find simple answers to complicated problems,
including how to break free from self-imprisonment, overcome thoughts of suicide, and wage spiritual
warfare. The author also reflects on how growing up in poverty on a small farm in Webster, Florida, and
living off the land gave him the tools to succeed. Join the author as he shares his testimony, unveils a plan
to rescue spiritual POWs, and bridges the gap between the church and our warriors.
Fervent, LeatherTouch Edition - Priscilla Shirer 2016-10-15
You have an enemy . . . and he’s dead set on destroying all you hold dear and keeping you from
experiencing abundant life in Christ. What’s more, his approach to disrupting your life and discrediting
your faith isn’t general or generic, not a one-size-fits-all. It’s specific. Personalized. Targeted. So this book
is your chance to strike back. With prayer. With a weapon that really works. Each chapter will guide you in
crafting prayer strategies that hit the enemy where it hurts, letting him know you’re on to him and that you
won’t back down. Because with every new strategy you build, you’re turning the fiercest battles of life into
precise strikes against him and his handiwork, each one infused with the power of God’s Spirit. New York
Times bestselling author Priscilla Shirer, widely known for her international speaking, teaching, and
writing ministries, brings her new role from the 2015 film War Room into the real lives of today’s women,
addressing the topics that affect them most: renewing their passion, refocusing their identity, negotiating
family strife, dealing with relentless regrets, navigating impossible schedules, succeeding against
temptation, weathering their worst fears, uprooting bitterness, and more. Each chapter exposes the
enemy’s cruel, crafty intentions in all kinds of these areas, then equips and encourages you to write out
your own personalized prayer strategies on tear-out sheets you can post and pray over yourself and your
loved ones on a regular basis. Fervent is a hands-on, knees-down, don’t-give-up action guide to practical,
purposeful praying.
Prayer Against Untimely Death - Tella Olayeri 2021-07-02
Untimely death has caused disaster to families and nations at large. Bread winners, loved ones, and people
loaded with talents often lose their lives before they know it. The agony is much if weighed on scale. It is
high time we put check on wicked spirits behind such acts. It is time to say, "Thou spirit behind sudden
death your cup is full, surrender and disappear from the corridor of my life." What stories have we not
heard? Kidnappers terrorize lives on a daily basis. News of disaster of different dimensions never seizes.
Loss of lives as a result of motor accident is rampant. Witchcraft and wizards are finding it comfortable to
kill and maim captives. The cause of untimely death is on and on, and on. Life is no longer safe, as untimely
death has taken grip of society. This book stands out to give both practical and spiritual remedy to this
nonsense. It builds hope against sudden death and keys to destroy terrors of life. This can be achieved
through case studies, and loaded prayer points vomited by the Holy Spirit in this book.
NIV, Case for Christ Study Bible, eBook
- Lee Strobel 2010-02-23
Drawn from Lee Strobel's own experiences as a former atheist engaged in a thorough search for truth, the
articles and notes throughout The Case for Christ Study Bible provide a solid explanation of where the
historical and scientific evidence point - toward the existence of a compassionate Creator God and his Son,
Jesus, the Savior. The Case for Christ Study Bible features more than 500 notes and articles, including: A.)
The Case for a Creator: highlighting the wonders of creation and demonstrating how the scientific evidence
supports belief in an all-powerful Creator. B.) The Case for the Bible: exploring the character of the Bible,
the extra-biblical evidence that corroborates scripture, and apparent contradictions. C.) The Case for
Christ: investigating Jesus' claims, Messianic identity, deity, and resurrection. D.) And much more. The
Good News of the Gospel transformed the life of this former atheist. It can do the same for others who
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commit to examining the evidence for themselves.
The Spiritual Warrior's Prayer Guide
- Quin Sherrer 2010-02-18
God's Word is the strongest weapon in a believer's spiritual artillery. Quin Sherrer and Ruthanne Garlock,
bestselling authors of A Woman's Guide to Spiritual Warfare, believe that when Christians use the Bible in
intercession and warfare, they bind the power of the evil one and declare God's promises and victory for
their lives and for those they love. In The Spiritual Warrior's Prayer Guide, they show the reader how to
apply biblical promises to every area of life, whether in illness, financial trouble, depression, concern for
wayward loved ones, unemployment, or spiritual confusion.
Decoding the Mysteries of Heaven's War Room - Jennifer LeClaire 2021-02-16
A Heavenly Revelation of Spiritual Warfare Secrets Jennifer LeClaire, globally recognized prophet, spiritual
warfare trainer, and prayer leader, received a vivid, visionary encounter in the War Room of Heaven. In this
vision, I saw a veil rip open from the top to bottom. As I peered behind the veil, I saw a long walkway with
bookshelves on either side. I suddenly had a knowing in my spirit that these books were full of mysteries
that became revelations to generations pastrevelations recorded and lost. Through Decoding the Mysteries
of Heavens War Room Jennifer shares powerful, Bible-based revelations that will empower you to partner
with Gods purposes, and achieve greater victory in your life! Over the course of 21 vivid and revelatory
Heavenly encounters, your understanding of prayer and spiritual warfare will be forever transformed. You
will learn to decode The Mystery of Jehovah Gibbor Milchamah, the Lord mighty in battle The Mystery of
Angel Armies and the Angelic Ranks The Mystery of the Cloud of Witnesses The Mystery of the Situation
Room in Heaven The Mystery of Jezebels Daughter and more! Learn how to partner with the War Room of
Heaven to pray prayers that secure victory on Earth. The Mysteries of the Kingdom are yours to discover
and walk in!
Women Living Well - Courtney Joseph 2013-10-08
Women desire to live well. However, living well in this modern world is a challenge. The pace of life, along
with the new front porch of social media, has changed the landscape of our lives. Women have been told for
far too long that being on the go and accumulating more things will make their lives full. As a result, we
grasp for the wrong things in life and come up empty. God created us to walk with him; to know him and to
be loved by him. He is our living well and when we drink from the water he continually provides, it will
change us. Our marriages, our parenting, and our homemaking will be transformed. Mommy-blogger
Courtney Joseph is a cheerful realist. She tackles the challenge of holding onto vintage values in a modern
world, starting with the keys to protecting our walk with God. No subject is off-limits as she moves on to
marriage, parenting, and household management. Rooted in the Bible, her practical approach includes tons
of tips that are perfect for busy moms, including: Simple Solutions for Studying God’s Word How to Handle
Marriage, Parenting, and Homemaking in a Digital Age 10 Steps to Completing Your Husband Dealing With
Disappointed Expectations in Motherhood Creating Routines that Bring Rest Pursuing the Discipline and
Diligence of the Proverbs 31 Woman There is nothing more important than fostering your faith, building
your marriage, training your children, and creating a haven for your family. Women Living Well is a clear
and personal guide to making the most of these precious responsibilities.
War Room Bible Study - Bible Study Book
- Stephen Kendrick 2015-06
War Room Bible Study Book includes 5 scriptural lessons and inspiring movie clips found in the new
Kendrick Brothers' movie War Room. This short series provides a variety of heart-felt and/or humorous
movie scenes and Bible study sessions that can be used in a corporate church message series or a small
group Bible study setting. Session topics include: Dealing with Spiritual Lukewarmness, Christian
Accountability, Grasping Grace and the Gospel, Engaging in Spiritual Warfare, and Trusting God in Prayer.
Help Club for Moms- Deb Weakly 2019-12-18
Dearest Mom, you want to love well. We all do. However, it is so much easier said than done! Do you go to
bed each night committed to exhibiting all the qualities of a loving wife and mom tomorrow, only to have
that elusive goal slip through your fingers once again? You are not alone sweet sister, and you cannot walk
the path toward loving well alone either! The most freeing news is that Jesus provides everything you need
to be the woman you want to be, the woman you were created to be!The Wise Woman Loves devotional is a
drink of fresh water for your love-thirsty soul! This beautifully encouraging Bible study will inspire you to
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draw near to the Lord as He reveals His heart of love for you and teaches you to love others well in return.
As you walk closer to God, He will show you how to pour out His love to even the most difficult people in
your life. He will strengthen and refine you as you pursue His command to love others as He has loved you
(John 15:12)! Each day as you dig into God's Word through The Wise Woman Loves, you will be encouraged
to meditate on His precepts and lean into His love. You will be inspired by practical tips and kid's
discipleship ideas to help you nurture a joy-filled home overflowing with the love of Jesus. Join us as we
learn to closely follow our Savior and walk toward our goal of cultivating a lasting legacy of love!
Rees Howells, Intercessor - Norman Grubb 2016-08-16
Unleash the Power of the Prayer of Agreement - James Revie 2016-08-03
To The Next Level! Take your prayer life to the next level. This book explains how you can unleash the
POWER of the Prayer of Agreement in your own life and those around you. . Based on the word of God and
includes 3 actual real life case studies. Grab your copy now while it is still available! How To Experience
Answered Prayer Through The Prayer Of Agreement. Win The War Room Battle! This book is a MUST read
for every believer! Note: This is NOT just another book on prayer, but rather a powerful book that will
teach how you can unleash the power of the Prayer of Agreement and win the battle in the prayer war room
and receive answers to your prayers. We have included 3 real life examples. God wants to answer our
prayers and He has made this clear in His word. If you have ever wondered why some of your prayers
seemingly go unanswered or how can you effectively pray for God's intervention and guidance - thenHow
To Experience Answered Prayer Through The Prayer Of Agreement will answer that question and others
you may have as well. We beleive this book could be a life changer for you! God is calling us to pray, but
this is not just another book about prayer. This is a book that deals with the powerful Prayer of Agreement,
a very specific Biblical type of prayer that will allow you to win the battle in the war room. How To
Experience Answered Prayer Through The Prayer Of Agreement. Win The War Room Battle! will give you a
solid Biblical foundation on this type of prayer that any believer can practice. What do you need the Lord to
do in your life or within your family? This book will show you the solution. The truths in this book could
change your life forever as you put these Biblical principles into practice. Whether you pray for healing,
salvation, deliverance, wisdom, guidance, or pray for God's intervention, this book will help you see the
results your heart is longing for. Do you desire your life to be changed forever? Grab your copy now
The Jericho Fast - Rhoda Faye Diehl 2020-08-25
Do you feel stuck? Is there one area of your life that just won’t change, no matter how hard you work,
believe, and cry out to the Lord? When the enemy holds ground in one part of our life, it tends to consume
most of our thoughts. That one area can cost us emotional health, quality relationships, and even the ability
to enjoy life. But we don’t have to put up with it. It’s time to fight back! Fasting is God’s secret weapon
against the enemy’s strongholds. Jesus even said that some evil spirits cannot be cast out except by prayer
and fasting. That should tell us a lot about the power of this weapon—it’s basically God’s nuclear option.
The Jericho Fast guides readers through a 7-day fast to achieve breakthrough for the stubborn areas of
their lives. Minister and author Rhoda Faye Diehl expertly imparts wisdom and biblical truth throughout
the book to help you overcome lies used by the enemy to erect walls in your life. She also provides strong
encouragement and exhortation to help readers complete the fast and make it through to their victory. Are
you ready for breakthrough? Are you ready for the walls to come down? Let’s go!
Thirty One Powerful Prayers for Your Husband - James Revie 2016-06-09
This book is a must read for every wife who desires to see God's transforming power move mightily in her
husband! This book will be a tremendous help for the busy wife who desires to pray powerfully and
effectively for her husband - and who desires to see the results that effectual prayer can bring. Arranged in
an easy day by day flow format, these prayers can be used as stand-alone prayers or can be integrated with
daily devotions. Grab your copy now and begin your exciting journey now! This book will encourage,
strengthen and help you in praying effectively for your husband on a daily basis. This book gives you a clear
understanding of what to pray for and how to pray for it. Actual example prayers for each day are included.
Scriptural references are also included in each day's prayer time for further reflection and study as desired.
You CAN win the prayer war room battle and see God working in your husband's heart and life. God has
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told us in His word that He answers prayer. He desires to transform your husband into a mighty man of God
in every area of his life. One of the clearest ways a wife can demonstrate her love for her husband is to pray
for him daily. This book will guide you day by day and step by step. Everything is placed before you in an
easy to implement format. You can use each daily prayer as is or you can add to them as the Lord may lead
you. You can use this book as a stand-alone prayer book or you can incorporate the daily prayers and
Scriptures into your regular daily devotions. Whatever way you decide - it will be a win-win situation. Get
your copy of Thirty One Powerful Prayers For Your Husband now and see God working in your husband's
life as you win the prayer war room battle daily.
The Key to the Upper Room - Steven Shoemaker 2013-01-29
Would you like to take your spiritual life to the next level and develop a closer relationship with God?
Inspired by God's Holy Spirit, Steven Shoemaker's The Key to the Upper Room is the actual key to
unlocking the door to having a closer relationship with God. The steps in this book will help you live an
overcoming life through the power of the Holy Spirit. You will learn... • How to walk daily in God's presence
by allowing the Holy Spirit to guide your steps. • How to give God what He wants in order to have a more
intimate and loving relationship with Him. • How to develop spiritual substance—the character traits that
draw us closer to God. • How to use the armor of God to win spiritual warfare through a Spiritual Boot
Camp training program. As I meet with pastors all over, the theme of 'discipleship' resonates in the hearts
of the majority. The Key to the Upper Room is an excellent overview of the necessary ingredients to living
the overcoming life in Jesus Christ. I particularly enjoyed the concept and principles in the chapter on
'Growing in Spiritual Substance'—a much needed pursuit for the American Christian! Pastor Michael
Sparrow M.Div., Agape Church, San Luis Obispo, California It has always been my desire to 'chase' after
the heart of God and to live in the fullness of the presence of the Holy Spirit. In reading the book The Key to
the Upper Room, I found some very worthwhile keys that if followed will usher one into the throne room.
This is a book to take into your prayer closet as you seek to find yourself lost in God's presence. As we join
together in unity, let's take the world for Jesus! Karen Cosio, Pure Light Ministries
Operation World- Jason Mandryk 2010-10-15
The definitive guide to global prayer has been updated and revised to cover the entire populated world.
Whether you are an intercessor praying behind the scenes or a missionary abroad, Operation World gives
you the information you need to play a vital role in fulfilling the Great Commission. (Copublished with
Global Mapping International.)
Victory over Satanic House Part Two - Tella Olayeri 2021-07-02
This Prayer book is written to set tenants free from every form of troubles, evil landlords, wicked co-tenants
and territorial powers that may have been holding destinies in bondage. Prayers of victory and weapons of
warfare to fight good fight of freedom are contained in this book. It has seven days double barrel warfare
prayers. Each day is loaded with an average of eighty (80) prayer points written to set tenants free from
every form of bewitchment, enchantments, dark rivers, evil cage, evil altars and arrows of the wicked. The
book shall serve as eye opener to all who, thought building a house is like walking from earth to heaven!
Chapter two of this book incorporates civil engineering touch that analyzes materials needed to complete a
self-contain house, two Bedroom and three Bedroom flats. By this, readers shall awake from slumber of
tenancy to Landlord-ship. Don't entertain doubt Obtain a copy and move forward in life.
The Battle Plan for Prayer - Stephen Kendrick 2015-08-01
Inspired by the Kendrick Brothers’ new movie, War Room, this exciting new resource from the #1 bestselling author team behind The Love Dare and The Resolution for Men is designed to help anyone learn how
to become a powerful person of prayer. The Battle Plan for Prayer begins with prayer’s core purpose, its
biblical design, and its impact throughout history. Readers will be guided scripturally through the
fundamentals of how effective prayer works, inspired towards a closer, more intimate relationship with
God, and shown how to develop specific prayer strategies for each area of life. Prayer can accomplish what
a willing God can accomplish. It should be your first plan of attack in all of life’s battles, not your last
resort. If you want to experience the joy of mightily answered prayer, then it’s time to engage with God at
another level.
Fervent - Priscilla Shirer 2015-08
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Offers a guide to fighting back against Satan's temptations though the use of prayer, outlining advice on
developing personal prayer strategies to counter the enemy's diverse assault strategies.
Fervent - Priscilla Shirer 2015-08-01
You have an enemy . . . and he’s dead set on destroying all you hold dear and keeping you from
experiencing abundant life in Christ. What’s more, his approach to disrupting your life and discrediting
your faith isn’t general or generic, not a one-size-fits-all. It’s specific. Personalized. Targeted. So this book
is your chance to strike back. With prayer. With a weapon that really works. Each chapter will guide you in
crafting prayer strategies that hit the enemy where it hurts, letting him know you’re on to him and that you
won’t back down. Because with every new strategy you build, you’re turning the fiercest battles of life into
precise strikes against him and his handiwork, each one infused with the power of God’s Spirit. New York
Times bestselling author Priscilla Shirer, widely known for her international speaking, teaching, and
writing ministries, brings her new role from the 2015 film War Room into the real lives of today’s women,
addressing the topics that affect them most: renewing their passion, refocusing their identity, negotiating
family strife, dealing with relentless regrets, navigating impossible schedules, succeeding against
temptation, weathering their worst fears, uprooting bitterness, and more. Each chapter exposes the
enemy’s cruel, crafty intentions in all kinds of these areas, then equips and encourages you to write out
your own personalized prayer strategies on tear-out sheets you can post and pray over yourself and your
loved ones on a regular basis. Fervent is a hands-on, knees-down, don’t-give-up action guide to practical,
purposeful praying.
Praying Through Pandemic and Receive Solution - Tella Olayeri 2022-07-29
The world is in stalemate. Things are not working as planned. There is lock down all over. A virus is rattling
the world. Infirmities and diseases are escalating as the world watches with awe. The whole world is facing
the most traumatic experience at this moment and concentrated efforts should be made exceedingly to chat
the way forward in addressing the current precarious situation. This book is loaded with prayers and
antidote of this deadly virus. Prayers are raised to meet daily health of neighbors and nation. This book is
written to bring smiles to faces of people that believe, God can do it all. Many homes and nations are
brought down by plagues, sickness, disease or infirmity. The heaven is ready to answer our prayer if we
pray with faith and believe in the ALMIGHTY. This is a biblically based prayer book that addresses health
challenges any nation or person may experience. Each chapter is biblically written, loaded with prayers,
raised with assurance of answers to what seems incurable or deadly. Prayer in this book portrays what is
said, “No controversy Jesus Christ is the Lord”. There is no sickness or disease Jesus cannot heal. He will
arise on his throne and answer your prayer. The easiest way to win, is to take your matter to God. No
matter how helpless the situation, God shall arise. The woman with issue of blood touched Jesus garment
and was healed. The healing power is still there, his miracles abound. This book is loaded with his power
and miracles; “By his stripes we are healed” Arise; give praise to the Lord Almighty that heals the land of
disease, infirmity and sickness. Hallelujah. Amen.
Powerful Prayers in the War Room - Daniel B. Lancaster 2016-01-08
As Christians, we often struggle to find the words to speak in the presence of God Almighty. Praying to God
may feel foreign or like a ritual, and adding to that frustration, we worry that God isn’t listening. Even if He
hears, will He reply? This book will show you that God not only listens but also answers. He is waiting to
provide an outpouring of blessings, if only you will ask Him. God wants you to be a prayer warrior and will
help you.
This Means War - Stephen Kendrick 2015-09-01
You've got battles to fight—on your knees. The teen years can be tough; don't try to make it through
without one of your most powerful weapons—prayer. A companion book to the movie War Room, this new
kind of journal will get you ready for a new kind of prayer life, one that's strong, growing, and reflects just
how powerful prayer is. Each short chapter tackles one of the biggest questions teens have about prayer,
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questions such as: Why pray, anyway? What should I pray for? Are selfish prayers okay? Who should I pray
for? Am I really supposed to pray for my enemies too? Will God listen? And will He answer? Just-right
journaling prompts will then get you thinking—and praying—and reinforce the real power of fighting battles
on your knees.
The Battle Over School Prayer - Bruce J. Dierenfield 2007
A concise and readable guide to the first--and still most important--case that tackled the constitutionality of
prayer in public schools. The decision evoked an enormous outcry from a wide spectrum of society
concerned about protecting religious practice in America and curbing an activist Supreme Court that many
perceived to be too liberal and out-of-control.
Prayer Warrior - Stormie Omartian 2013-09-01
No one can sit on the sidelines today when it comes to spiritual matters. A war is going on between good
and evil, and every believer is involved. For every Christian who wants a meaningful prayer life that is more
than just asking for blessings, bestselling author Stormie Omartian shows how to pray with strength and
purpose—prayers resulting in great victory, not only personally but also in advancing God's kingdom and
glory. Readers will find help and encouragement in 12 practical and significant chapters that address
knowing your Commander and standing on His side being certain of your authority in prayer becoming
skilled with your spiritual weapons following God's orders to resist the enemy seeing what’s happening
from God’s perspective Stormie also provides many powerful prayers on numerous subjects that concern
people today. For anyone eager to answer the call of God on his or her life to pray while responding to the
desire of his or her heart to see people and situations change, Prayer Warrior is a must-read.
The Prayer-Saturated Family - Cheryl Sacks 2016-11-01
A Bestselling Author Shows How Prayer Can Change the Atmosphere of Your Home As we experience an
unprecedented cultural attack on biblical values, it has never been more important for families to pray
together. But busy schedules, digital distractions, and a general lack of enthusiasm make this vital goal
difficult. How do we change the focus of our families from the world to the Lord, and the mood of our
households from one of frustration to one of peace and joy? In The Prayer-Saturated Family, Cheryl Sacks
gives you step-by-step guidance and real-world tips on how to experience the atmosphere of heaven in your
home by praying together regularly as a family. Sacks helps you navigate the challenges--like getting
everyone involved!--and experience the benefits of family prayer, such as unity, spiritual growth, and
precious bonding time. Discover how a family that prays together becomes an unstoppable force for good,
bringing God's answers to impossible situations. And it can start with you! You have the power not only to
change the atmosphere of your home but also to be part of changing the spiritual atmosphere wherever you
go.
Winning the War in Your Mind
- Craig Groeschel 2021-02-16
Are your thoughts out of control--just like your life? Do you long to break free from the spiral of destructive
thinking? Let God's truth become your battle plan to win the war in your mind! We've all tried to think our
way out of bad habits and unhealthy thought patterns, only to find ourselves stuck with an out-of-control
mind and off-track daily life. Pastor and New York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel understands
deeply this daily battle against self-doubt and negative thinking, and in this powerful new book he reveals
the strategies he's discovered to change your mind and your life for the long-term. Drawing upon Scripture
and the latest findings of brain science, Groeschel lays out practical strategies that will free you from the
grip of harmful, destructive thinking and enable you to live the life of joy and peace that God intends you to
live. Winning the War in Your Mind will help you: Learn how your brain works and see how to rewire it
Identify the lies your enemy wants you to believe Recognize and short-circuit your mental triggers for
destructive thinking See how prayer and praise will transform your mind Develop practices that allow God's
thoughts to become your thoughts God has something better for your life than your old ways of thinking.
It's time to change your mind so God can change your life.
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